It’s Time To Do Business –
Do You Know Where Your Contracts Are?

If you’re like most organizations, your purchasing contracts are your Achilles Heel. The biggest problem is finding them when you need them! If your contracts aren’t at your fingertips how can you be sure you’re negotiating the best terms and seeing the most savings possible on every transaction?

Meet Coupa Smarter Contracts.
Coupa Smarter Contracts enforces any and all negotiated prices at the time of requisition. It automatically tracks your spend and savings, and alerts you to critical commitment timelines. All with seamless integration with your procurement processes and unmatched usability of the Coupa platform.

Purchasing contracts are one of your most important tools to effectively conduct business with your suppliers. You’ve negotiated the terms carefully - make sure you’re getting the most out of them!

Like all modules in the Coupa platform, Coupa Smarter Contracts has been designed from the ground up with usability and the end user in mind. Our Google like interface makes Coupa Smarter Contracts intuitive, familiar and easy to use. So contracts managers can easily set up tiered pricing as well as configure reports and notifications without calling IT.
Instant Access to all purchasing contracts for better decision making
Coupas Contracts Repository platform for storing all of your purchasing contracts so everyone can easily find them. Its like Dropbox for all of your contracts. Our secure access means that people will only see the contracts theyre supposed to see.

- A single repository for purchasing contracts
- Create custom views of all of your contracts
- Ability to find a specific purchasing contract through simple & advanced search
- Ability to apply granular security rules on purchasing contracts so that only people with the right privileges can access the contract

Realize savings through contract pricing enforcement
Coupas Smarter Contracts platform is designed to bring you significant savings by dynamically applying contract terms and rules to individual purchases.

- Seamless integration with procure to pay processes
- Tiered pricing based on quantity discounts per order or per contract
- Real-time enforcement of contract terms at the point of purchase

Improve contract negotiations through better visibility
Coupas Smarter Contracts gives you more negotiating leverage with your suppliers through better spend and savings visibility. Coupas alerts and notifications prevent overpayment and savings leakage.

- PO, Invoice spend and total savings over contract lifetime
- Drill-down into specific expenditures
- Alerts & Notifications (e.g., minimum spend commitment and expiry alerts)

The Coupa Advantage
Coupas solutions deploy quickly and easily so you can see ROI in a matter of weeks. Youll be up and running in weeks, not years. Coupas an organically grown platform with all the elements of purchasing-to-pay unified at the core to help organizations improve efficiencies across finance including e-procurement, invoicing and contracts.
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